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ABSTRACT

We have developed the theoretical foundation and technical
details of a migration method using a local-cosine-bases �LCB�
beamlet propagator. A beamlet propagator for heterogeneous
media based on local perturbation theory is derived, and a fast
implementation method is constructed. The use of local back-
ground velocities and local perturbations results in a two-scale
decomposition of beamlet propagators: a background propagator
for large-scale structures and a local phase-screen correction for
small-scale local perturbations. Because of its locally adaptive
nature, the beamlet propagator can handle strong lateral velocity
variations with improved accuracy. For high-efficiency migra-
tion, we use a table-driven method and apply some techniques of
sparse matrix operations. Compared with the Fourier finite-dif-
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S207
erence and generalized screen propagator methods, the image
uality and computational efficiency are similar. In some cases,
e see fewer migration artifacts around and inside salt bodies
ith our method. We attribute this to the better high-angle accu-

acy of beamlet propagators in strong-contrast media. Numerical
ests using synthetic data sets of the SEG-EAGE 2D salt model,

armousi model, and Sigsbee 2Amodel demonstrate its high ac-
uracy and reasonable efficiency.Another special feature of LCB
eamlet migration is the availability of information in the local
avenumber domain during migration, which can be used to cor-

ect acquisition aperture effect and for other processing. Com-
ared to beamlet migration using the Gabor-Daubechies frame
GDF� propagator, LCB migration is much more efficient be-
ause LCB is an orthonormal basis, whereas GDF has redundan-
y �usually greater than two� in the decomposition.
INTRODUCTION

Wave-equation-based migration methods implemented in dual
omains, i.e., space and wavenumber �Ristow and Rühl, 1994; Wu,
994; Wu and Xie, 1994; Xie and Wu, 1998, 1999, 2005; Huang et
l., 1999a, 1999b; Jin et al., 1999, 2002; de Hoop et al., 2000; Huang
nd Fehler, 2000�, can handle lateral velocity variations with reason-
ble accuracy and efficiency using the fast Fourier transform �FFT�.
owever, the treatment of strong lateral velocity variations, such as

n subsalt imaging, is still a great challenge. In the dual-domain
ethods, at each depth the velocity profile of the medium is decom-

osed into a global background �reference� velocity and global per-
urbations. Propagation in the homogeneous reference medium is
mplemented in the wavenumber domain by phase shift, whereas the
nteraction of the wavefield with the perturbations is performed in
he space domain. For strong-contrast media, the perturbations can
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e very large. The propagation of high-angle waves �steep events� in
uch media remains a tough problem.

To improve the accuracy of high-angle waves propagating in
trong-contrast media, some research has been done to localize the
avefield in both the space and wavenumber domains. Steinberg

1993� and Steinberg and Birman �1995� derive the phase-space
ropagators using the windowed Fourier transform �WFT� and a
erturbation approach. The localized propagators are controlled
ainly by the local properties of the heterogeneous medium; there-

ore, they tend to make better approximations than the global propa-
ators. However, decomposition and reconstruction using WFT and
nverse WFT are very expensive; hence, the method is difficult to
dopt in practical use. Additionally, the method is formulated with a
lobal perturbation to the partial-differential wave equation; there-
ore, large perturbations in strong-contrast media are still handled
naccurately, even for localized waves.
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S208 Wu et al.
The windowed screen method was introduced �Wu and Jin, 1997;
in and Wu, 1998, 1999� to circumvent the difficulty imposed by the
lobal perturbation method. In this method, a local background ve-
ocity and local perturbations are introduced through the WFT. How-
ver, because the perfect WFT reconstruction is formidably expen-
ive, the method relies on broadly overlapped windows and empiri-
al interpolations, generally making it applicable only when few dis-
inct material boundaries exist.

A beamlet migration approach based on local reference velocities
nd local perturbation theory has been proposed �Wu et al., 2000�.
igration methods based on this theory have been developed using

he Gabor-Daubechies frame �GDF� �Wu and Chen, 2001, 2002a,
002b, 2006; Chen and Wu, 2002; Chen et al., 2006� and local cosine
ases �LCB� �Wang and Wu, 2002; Luo and Wu, 2003; Wang et al.,
003, 2005; Wu et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2004�. In these methods, the
avefields are localized spatially with local windows and direction-

lly with local wavenumbers. The wavefield at each depth is propa-
ated with beamlet propagators �sparse propagator matrices�, fol-
owed by local perturbation corrections. These methods can provide
ood imaging results when compared to traditional wave-equation-
ased methods.

We first introduce the LCB and wavefield decomposition/recon-
truction with it. Then we describe the theory and method of con-
tructing the propagator matrix in the LCB beamlet domain, based
n local perturbation theory. The beamlet propagator is composed of
background propagator that propagates beamlets in large-scale

ackground media and a perturbation operator that performs local
erturbation corrections accounting for small-scale lateral velocity
ariations. To calculate the background propagator, we adopt two
ypes of approximations: the local homogeneous approximation and
he average slowness approximation.

In this paper, we concentrate on the 2D implementation of the
ethod and develop a fast algorithm using the fast local cosine trans-

orm, a sparse matrix calculation, and a table-driven scheme to con-
truct the propagator matrix. In the numerical examples, we apply
he method to poststack depth migration of the SEG/EAGE 2D A-
� salt model and prestack migrations of the Marmousi model as
ell as the 2D Smaart JV Sigsbee2A model. We find that the LCB
eamlet propagator can handle strong lateral velocity variations
ith improved accuracy. The efficiency of LCB beamlet migration

s comparable to Fourier finite-difference �FFD� and generalized
creen propagator �GSP� one-way wave migration.

LOCAL COSINE BASES

Local cosine bases, constructed by Coifman and Meyer �1991�
see also Pascal et al., 1992�, consist of cosines multiplied by
mooth, compactly supported bell functions �Figure 1�. These local-
zed cosine functions remain orthogonal and have small Heisenberg
roducts �space uncertainty multiplied by the wavenumber uncer-
ainty�. The local cosine transform has much in common with the

igure 1. �a� Local cosine bases. �b� Overlapped bell functions.
FT or short-time Fourier transform �STFT� �Daubechies, 1992�.
owever, for the latter, the Balian-Low obstruction �Balian, 1981;
aubechies, 1992� prevents the windowed exponential from simul-

aneously being a basis �orthogonal� and having a finite Heisenberg
roduct. Local cosine wavelets, on the other hand, overcome this
imitation. The basis element can be characterized by position x̄n, in-
erval �the nominal length of the window� Ln � x̄n�1 � x̄n, and
avenumber index m as

bmn�x� �� 2

Ln
Bn�x�cos���m �

1

2
� x � x̄n

Ln
� , �1�

here Bn�x� is a bell function that is smooth and supported by the
ompact interval �x̄n � �, x̄n�1 � ��� for x̄n � � � x̄n�1 � ��, with
, �� as the left and right overlapping radii, respectively.
The bell function can be defined as

n�x� ��
0, x � x̄n � �

�� x � x̄n

�
� , x̄n � � � x � x̄n � �

1, x̄n � � � x � x̄n�1 � ��

�� x̄n�1 � x

��
� , x̄n�1 � �� � x � x̄n�1 � ��

0, x � x̄n�1 � ��,

	
�2�

here � �x� is a shape function �rising or decaying profile�, defined
s

� k�1�x� � � k�sin
�x

2
�, for x � ��1,1� , �3�

ith k � 0, and

� 0�x� � sin��

4
�1 � x��, for x � ��1,1� . �4�

he smoothness of � k�1�x� increases with increasing k. For exam-
le, for k � 0,

� 1�x� � sin��

4
�1 � sin

�x

2
�� . �5�

he properties of the bell function, i.e.,

� Bn�x�2 � Bn�2x̄n � x�2 � 1,x � �x̄n � �, x̄n � ��

Bn�x�2 � Bn�2x̄n�1 � x�2 � 1,x � �x̄n�1 � ��, x̄n�1 � ���

Bn�x� � 1,x � �x̄n � �, x̄n�1 � ��� ,
	
�6�

nsure the orthonormality of the basis and afford a fast algorithm.
The basis function can be also expressed in the wavenumber do-
ain:

bmn�� � �
1

2
� 2

Ln
�e�ix̄n�̄ mBn�� � �̄ m� � eix̄n�̄ mBn

	�� � �̄ �� , �7�
m
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Local cosine beamlet migration S209
here Bn�� � is the Fourier transform of the bell �window� function

n�x� and �̄ m � ���m �
1
2��/Ln.

A local cosine transform �LCT� �and inverse transform� can be
mplemented by fast algorithms, such as the one introduced by Mal-
ar �1992� �see also Mallat, 1999�. The fast LCT uses a folding pro-
edure to make the windowed section into a periodic function and
hen implements the local projection by fast discrete cosine trans-
orm �DCT�. The fast algorithm has an order of O�Nxlog2Nw� compu-
ations, where Nx is the number of samples along the transform line
in the x-direction� and Nw is the window length in sampling points.
n the case of large Nx �long lateral extent�, the LCT is theoretically
aster than the FFT, which has an order of O�Nxlog2Nx� computa-
ions.Appendix A gives more details about the fast LCT.

ONE-WAY WAVE PROPAGATION
IN THE BEAMLET DOMAIN

The wavefield can be decomposed into beamlets, the elementary
aves in the beamlet domain, through the LCT. One-way wave
ropagation also can be formulated in the beamlet domain, leading
o wave propagation in the beamlet domain. In general, especially in
trongly heterogeneous media, the beamlets will be distorted and
cattered after propagation and therefore will not remain individual-
y as elementary waves. To express the propagated wavefield into the
eamlet basis, we must redecompose the distorted beamlets into a
ew set of beamlets, i.e., a beamlet is coupled into other beamlets be-
ause of propagation and scattering. Only forward propagation is
mportant for the application of beamlet propagation to the imaging
roblem; backscattering is neglected. Therefore, we formulate only
he one-way wave propagation in the beamlet domain.

avefield decomposition

Generally in the frequency-space �f-x� domain, the scalar wave
quation can be written as


� x
2 � � z

2 �

2

V2�x,z��u�x,z,
� � 0, �8�

here 
 denotes frequency, V�x,z� is velocity, and u�x,z,
� stands
or the frequency-domain wavefield. For simplicity, u�x,z� is used
nstead of u�x,z,
� to denote the frequency-domain wavefield in the
est of the paper.

The wavefield at depth z can be decomposed into beamlets with
indows along the x-axis:

u�x,z� � �
n

�
m

u�x,z�,bmn�x��bmn�x�

� �
n

�
m

û�x̄n, �̄ m;z�bmn�x� , �9�

here bmn�x� are the decomposition beamlets. Because of the ortho-
ormality of the LCB, bmn�x� are also the reconstruction beamlets;
he basis function is defined by equation 1. In equation 9, û�x̄n, �̄ m;z�
re the coefficients of the decomposition beamlets located at space
indow x̄n and wavenumber window �̄ m, and �,� stands for inner
roduct as u�x,z�,bmn�x�� � �u�x,z�b

mn
* �x�dx, where * denotes the

omplex conjugate. Note that b
mn
* �x� � bmn�x� because bmn�x� is real.

If the space and wavenumber windows are partitioned uniformly,
hen x̄ � n�x, �̄ � m�� , and �x, �� , are the sampling intervals
n m
n the x-axis and wavenumber � -axis, respectively. If the decompo-
ition beamlets are not orthogonal, such as the frames �Daubechies,
992�, the reconstruction beamlets have to be the dual atoms of the
ecomposition atoms. For an application of GDF beamlet decompo-
ition and propagation, see Wu et al. �2000�, Wu and Chen �2002b�,
nd Chen et al. �2006�. Figure 2a illustrates the decomposition of the
avefield into beamlets.
Note that the local cosines are real functions. The inner product

u,bmn� implies

u,bmn� � ur,bmn� � iui,bmn� , �10�

here ur and ui are the real and imaginary parts of the complex wave-
eld, respectively.

ropagation in the beamlet domain

Substituting the wavefield decomposition equation 9 into equa-
ion 8, the beamlets will also propagate obeying the scalar wave
quation

�
n

�
m

û�x̄n, �̄ m;z�
� x
2 � � z

2 �

2

V2�x,z��bmn�x� � 0.

�11�

n equation 11, û�x̄n, �̄ m;z� is a set of coefficients with z as the label-
ng parameter, not a variable. The propagation effect of the wave-
eld is now included in the evolution of beamlets. For a local beam
volution problem, invoking the one-way wave approximation �ne-
lecting interactions between the forward-scattered and backscat-

igure 2. One-way wave propagation in the beamlet domain. �a�
pace-domain wavefield is decomposed into the summation of
eamlets. �b� Wave propagation in the beamlet domain. �c� Space-
omain wavefield at depth z � �z is reconstructed from the new
eamlets.
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S210 Wu et al.
ered waves�, we can write a formal solution for the evolution of
eamlets:

amn�x� � e�iAn�zbmn�x� . �12�

ere, amn is a function evolved from a beamlet bmn propagating in the
eterogeneous medium and An is the square-root operator,

An ��� x
2 �


2

V2�x,z�
. �13�

As mentioned, amn is no longer a beamlet because of the distortion
fter propagation. Decomposing amn with the same beamlet bases
unctions

amn�x� � �
l

�
j

amn,bjl�bjl�x� . �14�

he propagator matrix P in the beamlet domain is

Pjl,mn � P�x̄l, �̄ j; x̄n, �̄ m� � amn�x�,bjl�x�� . �15�

he beamlet-domain wavefield at depth z � �z can be obtained as

û�x̄l, �̄ j;z � �z� � �
n

�
m

P�x̄l, �̄ j; x̄n, �̄ m�û�x̄n, �̄ m;z�

� �
n

�
m

Pjl,mnû�x̄n, �̄ m;z� . �16�

ere, Pjl,mn are the matrix elements of the beamlet propagator matrix
, which governs the beamlet propagation and cross-coupling. Fig-
re 2b illustrates conceptually the propagation and cross-coupling of
eamlets.

avefield reconstruction

We limit the beamlet decomposition to the use of orthogonal bases
o the reconstruction atoms are the same as the decomposition at-
ms.As shown in Figure 2c, the wavefield at depth z � �z can be re-
onstructed from the beamlet-domain wavefield through

u�x,z � �z� � �
n

�
m

û�x̄n, �̄ m;z�amn�x�

� �
l

�
j

û�x̄l, �̄ j;z � �z�bjl�x� . �17�

BEAMLET PROPAGATOR WITH LOCAL
PERTURBATION APPROXIMATION

Equation 15 formally defines the beamlet propagator matrix.
owever, calculation of the beamlet propagator is quite complicated

n generally heterogeneous media. The evolution of beamlets is gov-
rned by the operator equation 12, which involves a square-root op-
rator. No exact solution is available for a general problem.

Various approximations are invoked to make the calculation prac-
ical. High-frequency asymptotic approximations can be applied to
he evolution of beamlets in smoothly varying media �Foster and
uang, 1991; Steinberg, 1993�. However, the accuracy of the

symptotic solution becomes unacceptable for strongly heteroge-
eous media. On the other hand, exploring the efficiency of fast
avelet transforms and the sparseness of the propagator matrix, Wu
t al. �2000� apply a local perturbation approximation to the beamlet
ropagator, resulting in a split-step implementation of wave propa-
ation in the beamlet domain. Because no high-frequency asymptot-
cs are involved, the local perturbation approach can keep all of the
ave phenomena of forward propagation, such as diffraction, inter-

erence, and scattering and cross-coupling between beamlets, in the
imulation. We apply the local perturbation approximation and de-
elop specific techniques of fast implementation to the LCB beam-
ets.

ocal perturbation approximation

In the local perturbation approximation, a local reference velocity
0�x̄n,z� is selected for each window x̄n, and the local perturbation is
alculated from the local reference velocity. Because of the adapt-
bility of local reference velocities to the lateral variations of the ve-
ocity model, generally the local perturbations are small, so that the
rst-order approximation, i.e., the phase-screen �or split-step Fouri-
r� approximation, can be adopted for the phase correction in each
indow. This leads to the approximation of the square-root operator

for the approximation, see Wu et al. �2000� and Chen et al. �2006��
s

An ��� x
2 �


2

V2�x,z�
��� x

2 �

2

V0
2�x̄n,z�

� �kn�x�

� ¯ , �18�

here �kn�x� � 
��1/V�x,z�� � �1/V0�x̄n,z��� denotes the local
erturbations. Therefore, the beamlet evolution equation 12 can be
pproximated by a dual-domain expression �thin-slab propagator for
he pseudodifferential operator; see Wu and de Hoop �1996� and de
oop et al. �2000��:

amn�x� � ei�kn�x��z 1

2�
� d� ei� xei�
2/V0

2�x̄n,z��� 2�zbmn�� �

� ei�kn�x��z 1

2�
� d� ei� xei� n�zbmn�� � , �19�

here

bmn�� � �� dxe�i� xbmn�x� �20�

s the basis vector in the wavenumber domain, � is the horizontal
avenumber, and

� n �� 
2

V0
2�x̄n,z�

� � 2 �21�

s the vertical wavenumber with the local reference velocity.
Equation 19 is a dual-domain implementation of an operator split-

tep approximation. The first factor in the right-hand side is a phase-
creen term in the space domain; the second factor is a phase shift in
he wavenumber domain using the local reference velocity and lo-
alized by a beamlet projection.

Direct implementation of the equation 19 would still be global in
ature and therefore time consuming. For each beamlet, there would
e a global phase-shift operation in the wavenumber domain with
he given reference velocity plus a phase-screen correction in the
pace domain after an inverse Fourier transform. The final wavefield
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Local cosine beamlet migration S211
fter propagation can be reconstructed by summing up the contribu-
ions from all of the beamlets. In operation, it is similar to phase shift
lus interpolation �PSPI; Gazdag and Squazzero, 1984�, nonstation-
ry phase shift �NSPS; Margrave and Ferguson, 1999�, or general-
zed PSPI methods �Margrave et al., 2006�. Although in general, the
umber of beamlets should be much smaller than the sampling
oints along the decomposition line, the direct implementation
ould still be computation intensive. We develop an efficient algo-

ithm of propagation in the beamlet domain based on equation 19.
Before we derive the beamlet propagator, let us discuss the accu-

acy of beamlet evolution using local reference velocities for back-
round propagation and localized phase-screen correction for local
erturbations. Figure 3 illustrates the decomposition of a lateral ve-
ocity profile into a background velocity profile and local perturba-
ions �Figure 3b�. The decomposition is in fact a biscale decomposi-
ion. The large-scale component is a piecewise homogeneous medi-
m with the scale of window width; the small-scale component is the
ocal perturbations with respect to the local reference velocities.

In comparison, the standard perturbation scheme has a global
ackground velocity and global perturbations spreading to all scales
Figure 3a�. In standard dual-domain one-way propagation algo-
ithms, such as FFD or GSP, the background propagation is imple-
ented with the phase-shift method in the wavenumber domain: the

mall-angle scattered waves resulting from perturbations are han-
led by the phase-screen correction, and the large-angle scattered
aves are compensated by a finite-difference procedure implement-

d in the space or wavenumber domain.
In the beamlet evolution equation 19, we calculate the back-

round propagation with one of two approximations: the local ho-
ogeneous approximation or the average slowness approximation.
ote that in equation 19, although the original beamlet bmn is local-

zed in the nth window, the distorted beamlet field amn after propaga-
ion is usually spread to the neighboring windows. Therefore, the lo-
al homogeneous approximation, in which V0 in equation 19 is the
ocal reference velocity in the nth window, is valid only for laterally
moothly varying media.

For strong laterally varying media, the average slowness approxi-
ation has better accuracy, in which the reference velocity V0 in

quation 19 for propagating across several different windows is ap-
roximated by using the slowness averaging along the raypath be-
ween the starting �nth� and ending windows:

V0 �
1

s0
�

�li

�sili
, �22�

here s0 is the average slowness, si � 1/Vi is the slowness �inverse
f the velocity� of the ith window along the path, and li is the path
ength within the ith window. This slowness averaging does not af-
ect the propagation inside the window. However, the averaging can
mprove the phase accuracy of cross-window propagation. Because
he small-scale local perturbations are fluctuations around the local
eference velocity, the phase errors caused by these rapid fluctua-
ions tend to cancel each other for large-angle waves propagating be-
ween windows. Therefore, the use of average slowness is rather ac-
urate for large-angle, cross-window waves. Because of this consid-
ration and because phase-screen correction is only good for small-
ngle waves, we limit the phase-screen correction to in-window
ropagation. Under the average slowness approximation, equation
9 can be rewritten as
amn�x� � n�x�
1

2�
� d� ei� xei� n�zbmn�� � ,

n�x� � �ei�kn�x��z, x � �x̄n � �, x̄n�1 � ���
1, O.W.

� ,

�23�

here n�x� is the phase-screen filter and �x̄n � �, x̄n�1 � ��� is the
ompact support of the bell function Bn�x�. Note that in equation 23,
n � �
2/V0

2 � � 2, which varies with v0 calculated by equation 22
or neighboring windows. Based on this analysis, we know that the
pproximation in equation 23 is more accurate than the first-order
plit-step approximation for the beamlet evolution. In this paper, we
se the average slowness approximation for all beamlet migrations
n the numerical examples.

ne-way wave propagator in the beamlet domain

Equations 19 and 23 are still the dual-domain �space and wave-
umber domains� expressions for the beamlet propagator. In the fol-
owing equation, we derive the wave propagator in the beamlet do-

ain. In equation 19 or 23, we define

amn
0 �x� �

1

2�
� d� ei� xei� n�zbmn�� � �24�

s the evolved beamlet by background propagation using the refer-
nce velocity V0�x̄n,z�. After the background propagation to z � �z,

mn
0 �x� is no longer a beamlet in the original basis and the redecompo-
ition can be written as

� dxbjl�x�amn
0 �x� �

1

2�
� dxbjl�x� � d� ei� xei� n,l�zbmn�� �

�
1

2�
� d� bjl�� � �bmn�� �ei� n,l�z

� Pjl,mn
0 , �25�

ith

igure 3. Background velocity profile �using local reference veloci-
ies� and local perturbations in the local perturbation theory, com-
ared with the global reference velocity �dashed line� and global per-
urbations in standard perturbation methods.
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bjl�� � �� dxbjl�x�e�i� x. �26�

ere, Pjl,mn
0 � P0�x̄l, �̄ j; x̄n, �̄ m� is the kernel of the beamlet propaga-

or �or the element of the propagator matrix� in the background me-
ia, which gives the coupling from the beamlet at window x̄n with lo-
al wavenumber �̄ m at depth z to the beamlet at window x̄l with local
avenumber �̄ j at depth z � �z. To reconstruct the wavefield in the

pace domain, the inverse beamlet transform �inverse LCB� is need-
d, and the evolved beamlet at z � �z can be written as

amn�x� � n�x��
l

�
j

bjl�x�Pjl,mn
0

� �
l

Pl,n
1 �x��

j

bjl�x�Pjl,mn
0 , �27�

here

Pl,n
1 �x� � �n�x� , l � n

1, l � n
� �28�

s the local perturbation operator in the mixed domain.
The wavefield at depth z � �z can be reconstructed by summing

p the contributions from all beamlets at depth z:

u�x,z � �z� � �
n

�
m

û�x̄n, �̄ m;z�amn�x�

� �
n

�
m

û�x̄n, �̄ m;z��
l

Pl,n
1 �x��

j

bjl�x�Pjl,mn
0

� �
l

�
j

bjl�x��
n

Pl,n
1 �x��

m

Pjl,mn
0 û�x̄n, �̄ m;z�

� �
l

 l�x��
j

bjl�x��
n

�
m

Pjl,mn
0 û�x̄n, �̄ m;z� .

�29�

igure 4. Propagator matrices of the LCB background propagator in
he beamlet domain. Total number of samples in the x-direction

256; individual window nominal length � 32. �a, c� f � 5.9 Hz;
b, d�: f � 25.0 Hz. Views �a� and �b� are the real part; �c� and �d� are
he imaginary part.
n equation 29, we can see the split-step implementation of the
eamlet propagator,

Pjl,mn � Pl,n
1 Pjl,mn

0 , �30�

hich consists of background propagation in the beamlet domain
nd phase-screen corrections in the localized windows �mixed do-
ain�.

CB background beamlet propagator

For the LCB equation 7, the background beamlet propagator
quation 25 can be calculated as

Pjl,mn
0 �

1

4��LlLn
� d� �e�i�̄ jx̄lBl�� � � � j�

� ei�̄ jx̄lBl�� � � �̄ j���e�i�̄ mx̄nBn�� � �̄ m�

� ei�̄ mx̄nBn�� � �̄ m��ei� n,l�z. �31�

f we use uniform LCB and keep the bell shape the same for all win-
ows, we can have a simple relation between Bn�� � and B0�� �, which
s the window at x̄ � 0:

Bn�� � � e�i� x̄nB0�� � . �32�

he LCB background propagator equation 31 becomes

Pjl,mn
0 �

1

4�Ln
� d� �B0�� � �̄ m� � B0�� � �̄ m��

	�B0�� � � �̄ j� � B0�� � � �̄ j��

ei� �x̄l�x̄n�ei� n,l�z. �33�

Let us further discuss the accuracy and efficiency of the back-
round beamlet propagator. Because of the efficient representation
f localized wavefields by beamlets, the background propagator

Pjl,mn
0 is usually a highly sparse matrix. Figure 4 shows the sparseness
f the LCB propagator in a homogeneous background. Figure 4a and
is for f � 5.9 Hz, and Figure 4b and d is for f � 25.0 Hz; Figure
a and b shows the real part of the propagators, and Figure 4c and d
hows the imaginary part.

Figure 5 shows the detailed structure of the two zoomed beamlet
ropagators in a form of a 3D plot for four neighboring spatial win-
ows situated at the lower-right corners of the propagator matrices in
igure 4. At each window, the corresponding submatrix shows the
pectral coupling between the input and output. The low- and high-
avenumber components correspond to the small- and large-angle
aves, respectively.
For comparison, we plot the corresponding propagator in the

pace domain �the Kirchhoff integral� in Figure 6. The space-domain
ropagator is a full matrix, and truncating the operator at a finite
ength �operator aperture� will result in errors and artifacts. Howev-
r, the beamlet propagator matrix is similar to eigenfunction expan-
ion, where insignificant coefficients decay much faster than with
he space-domain operator. In fact, discarding the insignificant coef-
cients does not lose operator aperture at all. In practice, we can set a

hreshold for operator compression, such as 10�3–10�7, depending
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Local cosine beamlet migration S213
n the accuracy requirement. We can say that the beamlet represen-
ation of the propagator is much more efficient than the space-do-

ain Kirchhoff integral.
The other extreme is the wavenumber-domain expression, which

s a strictly diagonal matrix and should be the sparsest of all the rep-
esentations. However, the wavenumber representation loses the ca-
ability and flexibility of dealing with lateral velocity variations.

The beamlet �or, more generally, the wavelet family� representa-
ions stand across a wide range between these two extremes, the
pace- and wavenumber-domain representations. With only a small
acrifice in the sparseness of the propagator matrix, we gain substan-
ial capability in dealing with lateral variations. The other factor to
onsider is the speed of transforms between domains. The wave-
umber representation needs the FFT, which has an order of

xlog2Nx computation; in contrast, the orthogonal local cosine trans-
orm has an order of Nxlog2Nw computation, where Nw is the window
ength. When Nx is large, the beamlet transform is potentially more
fficient.

ast implementation of background beamlet
ropagation

From equations 21 and 33, we see that the matrix element is only
ocally velocity dependent. For a given local reference velocity and a
pecified frequency, the local vertical wavenumber equation 21 can
e calculated. Therefore, we can tabularize the computation of equa-
ion 33 by discretizing and indexing k � 
 /V, where k and V are the
ocal wavenumber and local velocity, respectively. We can precalcu-
ate a propagator table based on all possible frequencies and local
eference velocities. During propagation in the beamlet domain at
ach depth, we need only assemble the corresponding propagator
atrix Pjl,mn

0 by looking up the matrix elements from the table and
hen implement the sparse matrix multiplication. In the case of the
verage slowness approximation, we need to pick up the elements
ith the local average velocities, but the assembly process of the
ropagator matrix is similar. This fast implementation of beamlet
ropagation increases efficiency substantially, up to a level compa-
able to FFD and GSP.

omparison of local and global reference velocities

As discussed above, the background velocity profile and local
erturbations are a kind of two-scale decomposition of laterally
arying media. Because local perturbations usually are much small-
r than global perturbation, the background profile with local refer-
nce velocities can dramatically reduce the errors produced by the
erturbation approximation.

We take the 2D SEG/EAGE model as an example to demonstrate
his point. The velocity model is shown in Figure 7a. The minimum
elocity at each depth level is selected as the global reference veloci-
y for split-step Fourier �SSF�, FFD, and GSP methods as shown in
igure 7b. In this case, the global reference velocity is a function of
epth only. Figure 7c shows the corresponding global perturbation,
hich looks similar to the original velocity model. For the beamlet
ethod, the velocity model can be partitioned adaptively into a num-

er of small windows. In each window, the minimum velocity is se-
ected as its local reference velocity �Figure 7d�, resulting in small
ocal velocity perturbations �Figure 7e�.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF LCB BEAMLET
PROPAGATION AND IMAGING

ropagation of a single beamlet

The beamlet method natively contains local angle information
uring wavefield extrapolation. The wavefield is decomposed into
eamlets that propagate along the local direction or angle. Figure 8
hows the propagation of a single beamlet in a homogeneous medi-
m for LCB methods. The LCB beamlets always have symmetrical
obes with respect to the vertical axis because of the inherent proper-
y of the LCB function. Strictly speaking, the vertical beamlet in Fig-
re 8 is not really vertical but is a combination of two near-vertical
obes produced by the beamlet with a half-digit wavenumber, i.e.,
he beamlet of m � 0 for �̄ m � ���m �

1
2�/Ln�. This two-lobe sym-

etry is not a serious problem for imaging.
When using the homogeneous approximation for background

ropagation, the symmetrical lobes will not cause a problem because
he propagator itself is symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis.

igure 5. Some 3D plots showing the detailed structure of the four
oomed neighboring spatial windows �cut at the bottom-right cor-
ers of the matrices in Figure 4� of the LCB background propagator.
t each submatrix, the spectral cross-coupling and decaying charac-

eristics are shown. �a, c� f � 5.9 Hz; �b, d� f � 25.0 Hz. Views �a�
nd �b� are the real part; �c� and �d� are the imaginary part.

igure 6. Propagator in the space domain �the Kirchhoff integral� for
a� f � 5.9 Hz and �b� 25 Hz with operator length of N � 256.
x
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n the case of using the average slowness approximation for the
ackground propagator, the phase inaccuracy of the propagator may
ause some artifacts. However, the effects are insignificant in most
ases because of the mutual cancellation of the artifacts from differ-
nt partial images. Nevertheless, this incompleteness of direction in-
ormation in LCB decomposition is an important issue in the acqui-
ition aperture effect correction, which corrects amplitude in the lo-
al angle domain �Wu et al., 2004�.

To get the complete direction localization, we can use the local ex-
onential frame, a tight frame with redundancy of two �Daubechies
t al., 1991; Auscher, 1994; Mao and Wu, 2007�. Because the local
osine coefficients are already calculated during migration, we need
nly one more orthonormal decomposition with the local sine bases.

igure 7. Difference between global and local reference velocities
nd perturbations: �a� 2D SEG/EAGE velocity model, �b� global ref-
rence velocity as a function of depth �for SSF, GSP, and FFD meth-
ds�, �c� global velocity perturbations at different depths �for SSF,
SP, and FFD methods�, �d� local reference velocities for the beam-

et method, �e� local velocity perturbations for the beamlet method.
herefore, directional illumination analysis and amplitude correc-
ion in the local angle domain can be efficiently carried out during
he migration process using the LCB beamlet method. This is a fu-
ure direction of research for the LCB beamlet migration.

oststack depth migration applied to 2D SEG/EAGE
-A� model

Next, we test the performance of the LCB migration on synthetic
ata sets generated from complex geologic models. First, we apply
CB migration to the 2D SEG/EAGE A-A� salt model, a popular
enchmark model for subsalt imaging with irregular salt boundaries.
n the model, the minimum velocity is about 1500 m/s and the maxi-
um velocity is 4410 m/s. Figure 9 shows the poststack images of

ur method �Figure 9c and d� in comparison with those from the SSF
Figure 9a� and GSP methods �Figure 9b�.

We also display the costs of the different methods relative to the
SF method. Dual-domain, one-way GSP migration has a cost ratio
f 1.53; the ratio for LCB is 1.55 for similar image quality �the
hreshold for the propagator matrices is 0.15%�. When keeping more
onzero elements in the LCB propagators �the threshold for the
ropagator matrices is 0.1%�, the cost ratio is 1.66 but image quality
s better. In the migration, a shifting window scheme is used in LCB
indowing. This is a way to cancel out the accumulated phase errors
ear the boundaries of strong-contrast inclusions by randomly shift-
ng the reference points of window partition at successive depth lev-
ls �Luo et al., 2004�. The LCB beamlet method provides good im-
ge quality with little extra cost. Also, we see fewer migration arti-
acts around and inside the salt bodies for the LCB image. This may
e attributed to the better high-angle accuracy of beamlet propaga-
ors in strong-contrast media.

ommon-shot prestack depth migration applied to a
D Marmousi model

The IFP Marmousi model is another popular model of complex
tructures �Bourgeois et al., 1991�. This model is composed of com-
licated anticlinal structures with significant lateral velocity varia-
ions. The target reservoir area is the low-velocity wedge at 2500 m
epth, extending from midpoints at 6000–8000 m. The synthetic
ata set consists of 240 shot gathers with 96 receivers for each shot.
he acquisition mimics an off-end marine geometry with a mini-
um offset of 200 m.

a)

b)

igure 8. Examples of individual LCB beamlet propagation. �a� Ver-
ical beamlet of LCB. �b� Oblique beamlet of LCB.
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Figure 10a is the Marmousi velocity model, and Figure 10b shows
he shot-record prestack depth migration �PSDM� result by the
hase-screen �SSF� method with minimum reference velocity. Fig-
re 10c gives the shot-profile PSDM result by the LCB beamlet
ethod. The LCB beamlet method achieves much better image

uality than the phase-screen method, particularly for the deep target
eservoir area and anticlines.

ommon-shot PSDM applied to 2D Sigsbee2A model

The benchmark data Sigsbee2A from the Smaart joint venture is
sed here to see the image quality of LCB beamlet migration for this
omplex salt structure and different scattering objects. The acquisi-
ion has 500 shots with right-hand-side receivers; the maximum
umber of receivers for one shot is 348. The original velocity model
as 3201 samples in horizontal extent and 1200 samples in depth.
oth sample intervals are 7.6 m �25 feet�, as shown in Figure 11a.
he image by the LCB method is shown in Figure 11b. We see the
ood image quality of LCB migration in this complex geologic set-
ing.

DISCUSSION

We discuss here the advantages and disadvantages of the LCB
ethod compared to the beamlet migration using the GDF propaga-

or �Wu and Chen, 2001; Chen et al., 2006�. The LCB beamlet mi-
ration is much more efficient than the GDF method because the

igure 9. Comparison of image quality and cost of poststack migra-
ion on the 2D SEG/EAGE A-A� salt model by different methods.
a� SSF method. Computing cost is set to 1.00. �b� GSP method.
omputing cost is �1.53. �c� LCB method �propagator threshold
.15%�. Computing cost is �1.55. �d� LCB method �propagator
hreshold 0.1%�. Computing cost is �1.66.
CB is an orthonormal basis. In contrast, the GDF has redundancy in
ecomposition. When the redundancy is two, as normally used in the
iterature, the propagator matrix is four times larger than that of the
CB in the 2D case. However, the redundancy in the GDF propaga-

igure 10. Comparisons of migration results for the Marmousi mod-
l. �a� Velocity model. �b� Prestack image from the phase-screen
SSF� migration method. �c� Prestack image from the LCB beamlet
igration method.

a)

b)

igure 11. �a� Velocity model. �b� Prestack image by LCB method of
he 2D Sigsbee2Asalt model.
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S216 Wu et al.
or may result in fewer migration artifacts. Also, the GDF method
an be approximated easily by asymptotic solutions in smooth me-
ia.

An important special feature of the LCB beamlet migration meth-
d, similar to other beamlet methods, is the availability of informa-
ion in the local wavenumber domain. This information in the local
avenumber domain can be used to correct the acquisition aperture

ffect and for other processing related to the local angle domain �see
u et al., 2004�. However, we know that LCB beamlets have incom-

lete direction information, i.e., they always have symmetrical lobes
ith respect to the vertical axis because of the inherent property of

he LCB function. To get the complete direction localization, we can
se the local exponential frame, a tight frame with a redundancy of
wo �Daubechies et al., 1991; Auscher, 1994; Mao and Wu, 2007�.
ecause the local cosine coefficients are already calculated during
igration, we only need one more orthonormal decomposition.
herefore, illumination analysis, resolution analysis, and amplitude
orrection in the local-angle domain can be carried out efficiently
uring migration using the LCB beamlet method. This is one future
irection of research for LCB beamlet migration.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the theoretical foundation and technical details
f a migration method using an LCB beamlet propagator. The beam-
et propagator in heterogeneous media based on local perturbation
heory has been derived, and a fast implementation method has been
onstructed. The use of local background velocity and local pertur-
ations results in a two-scale decomposition of beamlet propagators:
background propagator for large-scale structures and a local phase-
creen correction for small-scale local perturbations. The beamlet
ropagator can handle strong lateral velocity variations with im-
roved accuracy. For the LCB, the propagator matrices are calculat-
d efficiently using a table-driven method; propagation in the beam-
et domain is implemented by sparse matrix operations.

The numerical examples demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency
f this approach. Compared with the FFD and GSP methods, image
uality and computational efficiency are similar. In some cases, we
ee fewer migration artifacts around and inside the salt bodies for the
CB image. This may be attributed to the better high-angle accuracy
f beamlet propagators in strong-contrast media. The availability of
nformation in the local angle domain of LCB migration is an impor-
ant feature and can be utilized for acquisition aperture effect correc-
ion and other processing related to local angle spectra.
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APPENDIX A

FAST ALGORITHM OF LCT

ell (window) function

The bell �window� function Bn�x� over the interval In � �x̄n, x̄n�1�
s defined by the equations 2–5 in the text. From equation 3, we can
how that � k�1��x � x̄n�/�� has �2k � 1� vanishing derivatives at x

x̄n � � and x � x̄n � �, and � k�1��x̄n�1 � x�/��� has �2k � 1�
anishing derivatives at x � x̄n�1 � �� and x � x̄n�1 � ��. There-
ore, � k�1��x � x̄n�/�� or � k�1��x̄n�1 � x�/��� can be made into an
rbitrarily smooth shape function. We set k � 2 in our numerical ex-
mples.

olding

Instead of calculating inner products with the LCB elements
mn�x� having overlapping intervals, we can preprocess wavefields
data� so that the standard fast discrete cosine transform algorithm
an be used for efficient computation �e.g., Wickerhauser, 1994�.
his can be realized by folding the overlapping parts of the bell func-

ions back into the intervals. Suppose we wish to fold a signal f�x�
ack into the interval In � �x̄n, x̄n�1� across x̄n and x̄n�1 �Figure 1b�.
sing the bell function Bn�x� defined by equation 2, we have

fnew�x�

� f��x� � Bn�x�f�x� � Bn�2x̄n � x�f�2x̄n � x� , if x̄n � x � x̄n � �

f��x� � Bn�x�f�x� � Bn�2x̄n�1 � x�f�2x̄n�1 � x� , if x̄n�1 � �� � x � x̄n�1

f�x� , if x̄n � � � x � x̄n�1 � ��
	 .

�A-1�
he resultant folded data fnew�x� is now defined in the interval In

�x̄n, x̄n�1�. To reconstruct f�x� from fnew�x�, we can use the follow-
ng unfolding formulas:

f�x�

� � Bn�x�fnew�x� � Bn�2x̄n � x�fnew�2x̄n � x� , if x̄n � x � x̄n � �

Bn�x�fnew�x� � Bn�2x̄n�1 � x�fnew�2x̄n�1 � x� , if x̄n�1 � �� � x � x̄n�1

fnew�x� , if x̄n � � � x � x̄n�1 � ��
	 .

�A-2�

dge extension

When the bell shifts to the leftmost or the rightmost endpoint of
he signal, we cannot directly obtain f��x� or f��x� from the above
ormulas because of the lack of data in the leftmost and rightmost
verlapping zones. Four extension methods are available: �1� zero
xtension, �2� symmetry extension, �3� smooth extension, and �4�
eriodization extension. Based on the features of seismic signals, we
hose the zero-extension method.

ast DCT

After the procedures of folding and edge extension, we can apply
he fast DCT to the folded data fnew�x� to obtain the local cosine
ransform coefficients.
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